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Introduction
Relying on rapid advancement of hardware and communication technology, Internet of Things (IoT) is consistently promoting every sphere of cyber-physical environments.
Consequently, different IoT-enabled systems such as smart healthcare, smart city, smart home, smart factory, smart transport and smart agriculture are getting significant attention across the world. Cloud computing is considered as the base stone for offering infrastructure, platform and software services to develop IoT enabled systems [1] . However, Cloud datacenters reside at a multi-hop distance from the IoT data sources that increases latency in data propagation. This issue also adversely impacts the service delivery time of IoT enabled systems and for real time use cases such as monitoring health of critical patients, emergency fire and traffic management, it is quite unacceptable. In addition, IoT devices are geographically distributed and can generate a huge amount of data in per unit time. If every single IoT-data is sent to Cloud for processing, the global Internet will be overloaded. To overcome these challenges, involvement of Edge computational resources to serve IoT-enabled systems can be a potential solution [2] .
Fog computing, interchangeably defined as Edge computing, is a very recent inclusion in the domain of computing paradigms that targets offering Cloud-like services at the edge network to assist large number of IoT devices. In Fog computing, heterogeneous devices such as Cisco IOx networking equipment, micro-datacenter, Nanoserver, smart phone, personal computer and Cloudlets, commonly known as Fog node, create a wide distribution of services to process IoT-data closer to the source. Hence, Fog computing plays a significant role in minimizing the service delivery latency of different IoT-enabled systems and relaxing the network from dealing a huge amount of data-load [3] . Compared to Cloud datacenters, Fog nodes are not resource enriched.
Therefore, most often, Fog and Cloud computing paradigm work in integrated manner (Figure 17 .1) to tackle both resource and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of large scale IoT-enabled systems [4] .
Figure 17.1: Interactions among IoT-enabled systems, Fog and Cloud computing
Resource management in Fog computing is very complicated as it engages significant number of diverse and resource constraint Fog nodes to meet computational demand of IoT-enabled systems in distributed manner. Its integration with Cloud triggers further difficulties in combined resource management. Different sensing frequency of IoT devices, distributed application structure and their coordination also influence resource management in Fog computing environment [5] . For advancement of Fog and its resource management, the necessity of extensive research in beyond question.
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In order to develop and evaluate different ideas and resource management policies, empirical analysis on Fog environment is the key. Since Fog computing environment incorporates IoT devices, Fog nodes and Cloud datacenters along with huge amount of IoT-data and distributed applications, real-world implementation of Fog environment for research will be very costly. Moreover, modification of any entity in real-world Fog environment will be tedious. In this circumstance, simulation of Fog computing environment can be very helpful. Simulation toolkits not only provide frameworks to design customized experiment environment but also assist in repeatable evaluation. There exists a certain number of simulators such as Edgecloudsim [6] , SimpleIoTSimulator [7] and iFogSim [8] for modelling Fog computing environment and running experiments.
In this chapter we focus on delivering a tutorial on iFogSim. iFogSim is currently getting remarkable attention from Fog computing researchers and we believe this chapter will offer them a simplified way to apply iFogSim in their research works.
In later sections of the chapter, we briefly discuss the iFogSim simulator and its basic components. We revisit the way of installing iFogSim and provide a guideline to model Fog environment. Some Fog scenarios and their corresponding user extensions are also included in this chapter. Finally, we conclude the chapter with simulation of a simple application placement policy and a case study.
iFogSim Simulator and its Components
iFogSim simulation toolkit is developed upon the fundamental framework of CloudSim [9] . CloudSim is one the wildly adopted simulators to model Cloud computing environments [10] [11] . Extending the abstraction of basic CloudSim classes, iFogSim offers scopes to simulate customized Fog computing environment with large number of Fog nodes and IoT devices (e.g. sensors, actuators). However, in iFogSim the classes 4 are annotated in such a way that users, having no prior knowledge of CloudSim, can easily define the infrastructure, service placement and resource allocation policies for Fog computing. iFogSim applies Sense-Process-Actuate and distributed dataflow model while simulating any application scenario in Fog computing environment. It facilitates evaluation of end to end latency, network congestion, power usage, operational expenses and QoS satisfaction. In a significant amount of research works, iFogSim has already been used for simulating resource [12] , mobility [13] , latency [14] , Quality of Experience (QoE) [15] , energy [16] , security [17] and QoS-aware [18] management of Fog computing environment. iFogSim is composed of 3 basic components;
• Physical Components
Physical components include Fog devices (Fog nodes). The Fog devices are orchestrated in hierarchical order. The lower level Fog devices are directly connected with associated sensors and actuators. Fog devices act like the datacentres in Cloud computing paradigm by offering memory, network and computational resources. Each Fog device is created with specific instruction processing rate and power consumption attributes (busy and idle power) that reflects its capability and energy efficiency.
The sensors in iFogSim generates tuples that can be referred as tasks in Cloud computing. The creation of tuples (tasks) is event driven and the interval between generating two tuples is set following deterministic distribution while creating the sensors.
• Logical Components
Application modules (AppModules) and Application edges (AppEdges) are the logical components of iFogSim. In iFogSim applications are considered as a collection of inter-dependent AppModules that consequently promotes the concept of distributed application. The dependency between two modules are defined by the features of AppEdges. In the domain of Cloud computing, the AppModules can be mapped with 5 Virtual Machines (VMs) and the AppEdges are the logical dataflow between two VMs.
In iFogSim, each AppModule (VM) deals with a particular type of tuples (tasks) coming from the predecessor AppModule (VM) of the dataflow. The tuple forwarding between two AppModules can be periodic and upon reception of a tuple of a particular type, whether a module will trigger another tuple (different type) to next module is determined by fractional selectivity model.
• Management Components. 
Building Simulation with iFogSim
In this section, high-level steps to model and simulate Fog computing environment in iFogSim is explored.
1. At first the physical components require to be created with specific configuration. 
Create different application models.
Different types of application model can be simulated through iFogSim. In following subsections, we discuss two types of such application model.
Master-Worker Application Model
The interaction among application modules on Master-Slave application model can be represented in Figure 17 application.addAppEdge("Sensor", "MasterModule", 3000, 500, "Sensor", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.SENSOR); application.addAppEdge("MasterModule", "WorkerModule-1", 100, 1000, "Task-1", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("MasterModule", "WorkerModule-2", 100, 1000, "Task-2", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("MasterModule", "WorkerModule-3", 100, 1000, "Task-3", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("WorkerModule-1", "MasterModule",20, 50, "Response-1", Tuple.DOWN, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("WorkerModule-2", "MasterModule",20, 50, "Response-2", Tuple.DOWN, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("WorkerModule-3", "MasterModule",20, 50, "Response-3", Tuple.DOWN, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("MasterModule", "Actuators", 100, 50, "OutputData", Tuple.DOWN, AppEdge.ACTUATOR); application.addTupleMapping("MasterModule", " Sensor ", "Task-1", new FractionalSelectivity(0.3)); application.addTupleMapping("MasterModule", " Sensor ", "Task-2", new FractionalSelectivity(0.3)); application.addTupleMapping("MasterModule", " Sensor ", "Task-3", new FractionalSelectivity(0.3)); application.addTupleMapping("WorkerModule-1", "Task-1", "Response-1", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("WorkerModule-2", "Task-2", "Response-2", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("WorkerModule-3", "Task-3", "Response-3", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("MasterModule", "Response-1", "OutputData", new FractionalSelectivity(0.3)); application.addTupleMapping("MasterModule", "Response-2", "OutputData", new FractionalSelectivity(0.3)); application.addTupleMapping("MasterModule", "Response-3", "OutputData", new FractionalSelectivity(0.3));
final AppLoop loop1 = new AppLoop(new ArrayList<String>(){{add("Sensor");add("MasterModule");add("WorkerModule-1");add("MasterModule");add("Actuator");}});
final AppLoop loop2 = new AppLoop(new ArrayList<String>(){{add("Sensor");add("MasterModule");add("WorkerModule-2");add("MasterModule");add("Actuator");}});
final AppLoop loop3 = new AppLoop(new ArrayList<String>(){{add("Sensor");add("MasterModule");add("WorkerModule-3");add("MasterModule");add("Actuator");}});
List<AppLoop> loops = new ArrayList<Ap-pLoop>(){{add(loop1);add(loop2);add(loop3);}}; application.setLoops(loops); return application;} application.addAppEdge("Sensor", "Module1", 3000, 500, "Sensor", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.SENSOR); application.addAppEdge("Module1", "Module2", 100, 1000, "ProcessedData-1", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("Module2", "Module3", 100, 1000, "ProcessedData-2", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("Module3", "Module4", 100, 1000, "ProcessedData-3", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("Module4", "Module1", 100, 1000, "ProcessedData-4", Tuple.DOWN, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("Module1", "Actuators", 100, 50, "OutputData", Tuple.DOWN, AppEdge.ACTUATOR); application.addTupleMapping("Module1", "Sensor", "ProcessedData-1", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("Module2", "ProcessedData-1", "ProcessedData-2", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("Module3", "ProcessedData-2", "ProcessedData-3", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("Module4", "ProcessedData-3", "ProcessedData-4", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("Module1", "ProcessedData-4", "OutputData", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); final AppLoop loop1 = new AppLoop(new ArrayList<String>(){{add("Sensor");add("Module1");add("Module2");add("Module3");add("Module4");add("Module1");add("Actuator");}});
Sequential Unidirectional dataflow application model
List<AppLoop> loops = new ArrayList<Ap-pLoop>(){{add(loop1);}}; application.setLoops(loops); return application;}
Application Modules with different configuration.
The following Code Snippet-4 creates modules with different configurations.
Code Snippet-4
• To be placed in Main Class private static Application createApplication(String appId, int brokerId){ Application application = Application.createApplication(appId, brokerId); application.addAppModule("ClientModule", 20,500, 1024, 1500); application.addAppModule("MainModule", 100, 1200, 4000, 100); application.addAppEdge("Sensor", "ClientModule", 3000, 500, "Sensor", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.SENSOR); application.addAppEdge("ClientModule", "MainModule", 100, 1000, "PreProcessedData", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("MainModule", "ClientModule", 100, 1000, "ProcessedData", Tuple.DOWN, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("ClientModule", "Actuators", 100, 50, "OutputData", Tuple.DOWN, AppEdge.ACTUATOR); application.addTupleMapping("ClientModule", "Sensor", "PreProcessedData", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("MainModule", "PreProcessedData", "ProcessedData", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("ClientModule", "ProcessedData", "OutputData", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); final AppLoop loop1 = new AppLoop(new ArrayList<String>(){{add("Sensor");add("ClientModule");add("MainModule");add("Actuator");}});
• To be placed in Application Class Code Snippet-6 enables sensors to create a specific number of tuples.
Code Snippet-6
• To be placed in Sensor Class • To be placed in FogEvents Class public static final int FutureMobility = BASE+26;
In Code Snippet-7, users can add other required instructions on manageMobility method to deal with the mobility driven issues such as AppModule migration and connection with latency.
Connect lower level Fog devices with nearby gateways
Code Snippet-8 refers to a simple way to connect low level Fog devices to nearby gate- 
Make Cluster of Fog devices
In Code Snippet-9, we draw a very simple principle for creating cluster of Fog devices.
Here, two fog devices, residing in the same level and connected with identical upper level Fog nodes, if located at a threshold distance, they are considered belonging to the same Fog cluster.
Code Snippet-9
• To be placed in Controller Class • Inclusion in Config Class:
public static final double CLUSTER_DISTANCE = 2.00;
Simulation of a Placement Policy
In this section, we discuss a simple application placement scenario and implement the placement policy in iFogSim simulated Fog environment.
• Structure of physical environment:
In the Fog environment, the devices are orchestrated in three-tire hierarchical order application.addAppModule("clientModule",10, 1000, 1000, 100); application.addAppModule("mainModule", 50, 1500, 4000, 800); application.addAppModule("storageModule", 10, 50, 12000, 100); application.addAppEdge("IoTSensor", "clientModule", 100, 200, "IoTSensor", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.SENSOR); application.addAppEdge("clientModule", "mainModule", 6000, 600 , "RawData", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("mainModule", "storageModule", 1000, 300, "StoreData", Tuple.UP, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("mainModule", "clientModule", 100, 50, "ResultData", Tuple.DOWN, AppEdge.MODULE); application.addAppEdge("clientModule", "IoTActuator", 100, 50, "Response", Tuple.DOWN, AppEdge.ACTUATOR); application.addTupleMapping("clientModule", "IoTSensor", "RawData", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("mainModule", "RawData", "ResultData", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("mainModule", "RawData", "StoreData", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); application.addTupleMapping("clientModule", "ResultData", "Response", new FractionalSelectivity(1.0)); for(int id:idOfEndDevices) { Map<String,Double>moduleDeadline = new HashMap<String,Double>(); moduleDeadline.put("mainModule", getvalue(3.00, 5.00)); Map<String,Integer>moduleAddMips = new HashMap<String,Integer>(); moduleAddMips.put("mainModule", getvalue(0, 500)); deadlineInfo.put(id, moduleDeadline); additionalMipsInfo.put(id,moduleAddMips);} final AppLoop loop1 = new AppLoop(new ArrayList<String>(){{add("IoTSensor");add("clientModule");add("mainModule");add("clientModule");add("IoTActuator");}}); List<AppLoop> loops = new ArrayList<Ap-pLoop>(){{add(loop1);}}; application.setLoops(loops); application.setDeadlineInfo(deadlineInfo); application.setAdditionalMipsInfo(additionalMipsInfo); return application;} } 
• Inclusion in MyApplication Class
A Case Study in Smart Healthcare
In Healthcare solution, hand held or body connected IoT devices for example; pulse oximeter, ECG monitor, smart watches, etc. perceive health context of the users through a Client application module. The IoT devices are usually connected with smart phones.
The smart phones act as the Application gateway node for the corresponding application. These nodes pre-process the IoT-device sensed data. If resource availability in Application gateway node meets the requirements, the data analysis and event manage- • The application module placement in this case study should be done is such a way that takes least possible amount of time for the application to generate response for an event. In this case latency-aware placement of the modules on constrained Fog devices can be very effective [14] . Steps to model these management issues are: 
Summary
In this chapter, we highlighted key features of iFogSim along with providing instructions to install it and simulate a Fog environment. We discussed some example scenarios and corresponding code snippets. Finally, demonstrated how to implement custom application placement in iFogSim simulated Fog environment along with a IoT-enabled smart healthcare case study.
The simulation source codes of example scenarios and placement policy discussed in this chapter are available from CLOUDS Laboratory GitHub webpage https://github.com/Cloudslab/iFogSimTutorials
